Where are Journals and Magazines Located in the Cornette Library?

The **journals and magazines** are located on the 2nd floor. They are shelved in order alphabetically by title—no need to know a call number! They may not be checked out by students, but you may make photocopies.

Currently they are in three separate areas on the 2nd floor:

- Current Periodicals
- Bound Periodicals
- Micro Room (microfilm and microfiche)

[journals and magazines on microfilm/microfiche are currently being relocated from the Micro Room to areas adjacent to the Current Periodicals]

You can see below that there are issues of the *American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology* in two locations:

- **Micro Room** (1999 – 2010)
  
  [journals and magazines are currently being relocated from the Micro Room to areas adjacent to the Current Periodicals]

The **Current Periodicals** are loose issues—the most recent issues that we have received. These may not be checked out by students.
The **Bound Periodicals** will look like a hard-bound book. Loose issues have been sewn together and bound with a durable buckram cover. The name of the journal is printed on the spine of the book. These may not be checked out by students.

**Microfilm** is a reel of film that has one miniature photograph for every page of a journal. You have to use a special microfilm reader/printer to view and copy a page. **Microfiche** also has one miniature image for every page of a journal, but the images are on a sheet instead of a reel. Microfilm and microfiche may not be checked out by students.

**Finding a Journal or Magazine on the Shelf**

Journals and magazines do not have a call number.

Journals and magazines are shelved in order **alphabetically by title**.

*The Journal of Fluency Disorders* will be shelved under “Journal” not “The”:

- **Journal** of Fluency Disorders

After the initial *The*, do not ignore the word *the* in the title of a journal. Notice where the title *American Annals of the Deaf* would be found on a shelf:

- American Annals of *History*
- American Annals of *the* Deaf
- American Annals of *Westward* Expansion